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Description:

This is a template of an paper pocket, sized perfectly for an ATC (Artist Trading Card). You 
can print this out on your personal computer.  It includes the backing and front of pocket 
as 2 pieces. There are fold lines with notches and cut lines. 
Idea: Recycle an old manila folder and stamp the front with one of our medium sized 
background stamps, like our Grape Leaves Rubber Stamp (seen in photo below).

backing of ATC pocket

dotted lines are cut lines

solid lines are fold lines

This pocket template is intended to be used for ATC cards which are 
sized at 2.5” x 3.5”
Of course, you can use it as just a pocket onto a card or journal page 
and ll with owers, die cuts, etc.
What are ATC cards?
They are cards that you decorate and embellish. You can then trade with 
others, show online, or sell.
Most often, crafters will stamp onto an ATC and add color with paints, 
inks, and/or markers.
The theme can be anything your heart desires!

On the back of the ATC card is an ‘artist bio’ or credits, such as name, 
date, numbered series, name of art piece.
We have several rubber stamps that are specially designed to stamp on 
the back of an ATC and ll out this information.
ATC Flourish Rubber Stamp, ATC Boston Rubber Stamp and ATC Angel 
Rubber Stamp are just a few.

If you print onto ofce paper, you can then use the template to trace onto 
other papers. 
Or you can directly print onto card stock and decorate the printout.

notches help line up fold lines
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